Marking Schemes
Paper 1
Section A
Question No.
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C (67%)
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Note: Figures in brackets indicate the percentages司candidates choosing the correct answers.
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This document was prepared for markers'reference. It should not be regarded as a set of model answers.
Candidat蕊and teachers who are not involved in the markinf[ process are advised to interpret its content with care.

S缸tionB
Qu 蟑tion 1

(a)

Marks

(i)• along plate boundary
- along the Circum-Pacific beltJ linear pattern/ along the coast
· 尹volcanoes far away from plate boundary/ at middle of Pacific Ocean/ hot spot
Similarities: (Max. 2 marks)
• rising ma皿1a/ intrusive vulcanicity
extrusive vulcanicity/ ejection of _w遑
• repeated eruptions
．犀cools and solidifies

11 1 l

(ii)

1
1
1 (2)

彙

(iii)

collapse of houses
huge economic loss
river blockage/ rim pollution/ flooding
causing death and injuries
health threats/ lower visibility/ air pollution

- monitor四system/ instruments (e.g. radar/ - to check signs of tectonic
satellite)/ forecasting system
I activity/ to prepare volcanic
hazard zone map
- warmng system/ commun1cation system
I - early evacuation of residents/ to

Marking criteria:
Notes:
I. Award appropriate mar迏according to the QUALITY and DEPm of arg皿1ents;
do not count the n皿1ber of points only.
2. Max. marks should be given to good quality answers with well-elaborated
arguments and demonstrating good knowledge on relevant geograp届cal concepts.

- Candidates should take Iceland as a MDC to discuss t11e opportunities and risks
brought about by volcano Y from the following economic and social perspectives:
• Opportunities: (Max. 2 marks)
- tourist attractions, high income, access to geothermal power, etc.
• �:(Max.2m硨s)
- volcanic eruption and the damage caused
- 2 marks for any discussion with detailed description and explanation
• Examples:
- Hot springs promote tourism. I Lives are threatened by the volcanic eruption.
- 1 mark for any discussion with brief description or explanation only
• Examples:
- There are hot springs. I Volcanic eruption brings damage.
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(b)

- destructive plate boundary (tn叩血）／ - constructive plate boundary (margin)/
movinp; apart
collision
- tensional force/ rid�e push
- compressio叫force/ slab pull
- Philippine Plate collides with Eurasian - North American Plate moves apart恥m
urasian Plate
嚀
- subduction/ melting/ destruction of - sea-floor spreading/ formed new crust
crust

I

1, 1

1,1
1,1
1,1 (3)

(Max. 4)

Max. 18
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Mar缸

Question 2
(a)

(c)

scattered

recreational

scattered/ small area

tr皿sportation

many/ dense/ narrow/ seconda roads

Elegant Tenace
shopping malls/
electric sub-stations
primary school/ church/
temple/ mosque
sports ground/ parks
within the area
Caine Road
臨綴箴窣＆鍅

(i)

·-

urban decay
shabby buildings/ poor amenities
low-rise building
narrow streets (pedestrian pavements)
illegal structures
disposal of waste/乜瞬pollution/立醞pollution

(ii)

:
-

better building design
more floors/ vertical expansion/ better utilisation of land
improve甌鼴envirorunent/ higher building safety
widening roads/ pedestrian pavements
improve urban image/ increase in greening/ better sanitation

(i)

revitalisation

(ii)

- preserve original features of historical buildings/ collective memories
- making full use of old buildings/ more effective in utilising land resource
no need for demolishing/ save building materials/ reduce construction waste
upgrade community image
create employment opportunities
promote other economic activities (e.g. tourism, creative industries)/ business
opp01tunities/ increase income
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(b)

血

residential
commercial/
industrial
institutional

磁

磁

磁

磁

(d)

] (4)

Marking criteria:
Notes:
1. Award唧ropriate marks according to the QUALITY and DEPTH of arguments; do not
count the number of points only.
2. Max. marks should be given to good quality answers with well-elaborated arguments and
demonstrating good knowledge on relevant geographical concepts.
· Candidates should refer to the following arguments to discuss the merits and demerits of
rehabilitation in Sheung W皿district:
(Max.4)
M荳區(Max. 2 marks)
- higher building safety, lower cost, more time-efficient, no moving ofresidents
- improve building唧earance, 皿prove community image, improve livino。
environment
• Demerits: (Max. 2 marks)
- still cannot solve u·affic congestion/ land use conflicts/ overcrowding (max. I mark
for any inner city problem)
cannot increase land 叩:pply, cannot increase number of floors, cannot increase
efficiency of land utilisat10n
- 2 mar缸for any argument with detailed description and explanation
• Example (merit): Safer building structure by rehabilitation, e.g. replacement offacilities
(e.g. electric wires).
• Example (demerit): It lacks a comprehensive land use planning, hence still cannot solve
tt·affic congestio訂land use cmiflicts/ overcrowding.
· 1 mark for any argument with brief description or explanation only
Example (merit): Increase the safety司building structure
• Example (demerit): It still cannot solve traffic congestion/ land use conflicts/
overcrowding.
-Max. 18
囑

奮
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Marks

Question 3
(a)

(i)

忞＾ ＾

1- low
latitude/
0 。I Equator)

I 0 °N - 20 °N (close to

(ii)

-

livestock rearing/ pastoral farming/ animal keeping/ ranching
extensive subsistence farmmg
drought-resistant species
low water consumption
nomadic herding/ transhumance/ shifting of livestock
looking for water and pasture/ follow the rain
unsuitable for arable farming
water shortage

traditional/ primitive farming
fails to cope with climatic constraints/ low annual rainfall
increase demand on food due to population increase
need to rear more livestock
overgrazing/ exceeding land carrying capacity
trampling/ soil compaction/ soil erosion
land degradation/ desertificatio11/ worsen soil quality
- further lowering productivity/ outputs
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interior location/ less mru·1t11ne
influence
- uneven distribution of rainfall/ seasonal 1- onshore wind brings summer rainfall
rainfall/ summer rain/ no rain in l'.Yi皿江
- offshore wind leads to no rainfall in
winter
- high potential evapotranspiration (high
- drougl1t/ dryness/ semi-arid
evaporation/ evapotranspiration
J

1,1
l' l，
l
l l
l l'

- high mean annual temperature/認羣I
hot (tropical)
- small 皿nual rru1ge of temperature/
7 ．4°c
- low皿皿Jtl rainfall/ 507 mm

Marking criteria:
Notes:
l. Award唧ropriate marks according to the QUALITY and DEPTH of arguments; do not
count the number of points only.
2. Max. marks should be given to good quality answers with well-elaborated arguments and
demonstrating good knowledge on relevant geographical concepts.
• Candidates should refer to the following reasons to discuss whether cash crops should be
grown in area X to solve出e food shortage problem:
• Reasons for: (Max. 2 marks)
increase in income, purchase food
increase in tax revenue, capital to improve farming methods/ technology
• Reasons against: (Max. 2 mar迏）
- unfavourble human factors to grow cash crops: conflicts and civil wars, corruption,
poor farming skills, lack of capital, lack of technology
- physical constraints: lack of water resources, poor soil still exists
- 2 mar甌for any reason with detailed description and explanation
• Examples: Growing of cash crops can increase income to purchase food I Drought still
exists; hence, cash crops are hard to grow.
1 mark for any reason with brief description or explanation only
• Example: Reduce growing offood/ staple crops.

(Max. 4)

磁

磁

靈

Max. 18
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Question 6
Explain the characteristics of the global locational distribution of IT industry. With the US as an example, discuss
how the government may expand the development of IT industry in its home country.
6
6

Explanation
Discussion

Notes:
1. Award appropriate marks according to the QUALITY and DEPTH of discussion; do not count the number of
points only.
2. Max. marks should be given to good quality answers with well-elaborated arguments and demonstrating good
knowledge on relevant geographical concepts.
3. Award appropriate marks to relevant and reasonable answers not included in this marking scheme.

Ex lain the characteristics of the lobal locational distribution of IT industr

• Appropriate explanation with reference to some of the above characteristics of IT industry
regarding production
• Explanation should include multi-point production mode
• Award hi her marks to answers with more characteristics con-ectl ex lained
• Description of multi-point production mode only
• No ex lanation of the lobal location distribution of IT industry related to its characteristics

6

• Comprehensive knowledge of the characteristics of the global locational distribution ofIT industry
• Accurate and detailed explanation which includes the following characteristics of IT industry
regarding production:
- multi-point production mode
- different processes of production at different sites and the reasons behind
• e.g. R & D at MDCs: technology-intensive; production lines at LDCs: labour-intensive
- high value-added
- short life cycle

3-5

1-2

Discuss how the US overnment ma ex and the develo ment of IT industr in its home countr

6

• Coherent, logical, comprehensive and in-depth discussion
• Accurate understanding of the measures adopted by the US government for multi-point production
mode (R & D and production lines) of the IT industry in different states:
- federal government: high tariffs on imported goods, etc.
- state governments: favourable policy to attract investment, etc.
• Clear distinction between olicies of federal overnment and state overnments
• Appropriate discussion of the measures adopted by the US government to expand the development
of IT industry in its home country
• Discussion should include either the measures adopted by the federal government or state
governments
• Award higher marks to answers with clear discussion on the government policies to expand the
development of IT industry in its home countr

3-5

• Description of government policies related to protectionism only, e.g. high tariffs
• No discussion of how the US government may expand the development of IT industry in its home
country with various measures and policies

1-2
Max. 12
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Question 7
Give an account of the nutrient cycling of the tropical rainforest ecosystem. Assess the impact of plantation on the
nutrient cycling of the tropical rainforest.
Description & explanation
Assessment

6
6

Notes:
1. Award appropriate marks according to the QUALITY and DEPTH of discussion; do not count the number of
points only.
2. Max. marks should be given to good quality answers with well-elaborated arguments and demonstrating good
knowledge on relevant geographical concepts.
3. Award appropriate marks to relevant and reasonable answers not included in this marking scheme.

6
3-5

1-2

6

Describe and explain the nutrient cycling of the tropical rainforest ecosystem
• Comprehensive knowledge of the nutrient cycling of the tropical rainforest ecosystem
• Accurate and detailed description of the nutrient storage compartments:
- biomass (greatest storage)
- soil (smaller storage)
- litter (smallest storage)
• Accurate and detailed explanation of the process of nutrient cycling:
- biomass➔ litter➔ soil➔ biomass
• Accurate description of the nutrient storage compartments in the tropical rainforest
• Accurate explanation of the process of nutrient cycling in the tropical rainforest
• Award higher marks to answers with more detailed description and/ or explanation
• Description of the nutrient storage compartments in the tropical rainforest only
• No explanation of the process of nutrient cycling in the tropical rainforest
Assess the impact of plantation on the nutrient cycling of the tropical rainforest
• Accurate and comprehensive understanding of the impact of plantation on the nutrient cycling of
the tropical rainforest
• Accurate and detailed explanation of the various impact of plantation:
• changes in biomass: from complex to simple
- losses of biomass from harvesting
- changes in litter
- changes in soil: nutrient increased with additional fertilisers
• Appropriate understanding of the impact of plantation on the nutrient cycling of the tropical
rainforest
• Accurate description of the changes in nutrient storage and flow
• Award higher marks to answers with explanation based on the impact of plantation
• Description of the changes in nutrient storage of the tropical rainforest only
• No assessment of the impact of plantation on nutrient cycling

3-5

1-2
Max. 12
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